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INTER Network. Intercultural Education. 
Teacher Education and School Practice

The INTER Network, created in 2007 with the 
financial support of the European Commission, 
aims to improve the quality of education and 
contribute to innovation in schools by assisting them 
in the adoption / implementation of an intercultural 
approach, fostering the reflection on cultural 
diversity and providing a scenario in which to 
cooperate, exchange and elaborate practical tools 
for initial and in-service teacher training. Teachers 
can make a difference in schools by transforming 
their own practices and ideas about education and 
cultural diversity.
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Network Announcements 

A Peek at Children’s Ideas on How to Improve Schools
Margarita del Olmo, Human and Social Sciences Center, 
CSIC Patricia Mata, Faculty of Education, UNED
 

•    The INTER Network Steering Committee integrated by the coordinators of the seven 
     workpackages held a meeting in Cittá de la Pieve (Italy) in February. The meeting was organized 
     by Metis Education. Mateja Rezek (Educational Research Institute of Slovenia) was invited to 
     inform the Steering Committee about the Open Conference in Slovenia.

•    The State of Innovation on Intercultural Education Report done by members of the Work package 
     # 5 has been finished. Coordinators Patricia Mata and Margarita del Olmo shared the information 
     regarding work progress and results at the last Steering Committee Meeting in Citta de la Pievè 
     (Italy), February 26-27, 2009.

•    Seminar on Systematization of Experiences will be hold at Universidad Complutense de Madrid 
     (Spain) on the 19th-20th June 2009. Participation is open and ENCORAGED to INTER Network 
     members. 

•    II Open Conference and General Assembly will be held next September in Lubjiana (Slovenia). 
     http://internetworkconference.korakzakorakom.si/  Deadline for registration and presentation 
     proposals have been prolongued till July 15th .

final version of the analysis of the questionnaire we used as a tool to gather ideas on Intercultural 
Education among the INTER Network partners, and in the evening we participated as speakers, 
together with Agostino Portera, Stefania Lamberti and Sergio Ballarin, Principal of the Instituto 
Comprensivo di Montorio in a Conference titled: “Networking on Intercultural Education within the 
Europe of complexity”. This event was organized by the CSI to disseminate the work of the INTER 
Network among teachers, academics and students of the University of Verona. 

On the second day we were driven by Stefania Lamberti to the town of Montorio, where we met 
teachers of the Instituto Comprensivo  Statale 17 Montorio (Verona), also a partner of the INTER 
Network. In fact, there are four school centres belonging to the Instituto Comprensivo. We visited 
all of them with the intention to meet school staff, teachers, students and talk with them about a 
project on cooperative learning that a group of teachers are running there. We had lunch with them 
in one of the schools and in the afternoon continued with our work on the State of Innovation, this 
time together with the teachers involved.

Others said:
  - To go outside the school in fieldtrips
  - More time to learn Spanish and less time to learn
    English
  - More recess.

Finally Bernd asked them if they have heard about 
the European Union, and all answered firmly: “No!!”
We moved then into a classroom of 10-11 year-old 
students, and to our question regarding how could 
schools be improved, they said:

In the Primary and Nursery School 
Mizzole, Bernd asked children how 
was the best school in the world, and 
children said: “This!!!”, and when 
Bernd asked them why, one of the 
children answered: 

“Because we do work and play here!”

The experience was very interesting 
for us and we think it is important to 
share what children told us about how 
they think schools could be improved. 
We don’t think their ideas need any 
comments.

  - To start school earlier
  - To do more difficult things in Chemistry
  - To do more work with our hands
  - To learn more about things of the life instead of studying
  - To do field trips to put into practice what we study
  - To make school more interesting
  - To find out an interesting method to learn without 
     obligation
  - To do more practical things which are more interesting
  - To do interesting and beautiful things for everybody in 
     the classroom

When we put the question of what they think could be done to improve schools, our first answer 
was: “Destroy it!!”

The members of Work package #5 had the 
opportunity to meet face to face for two 
days in November 2008 in Verona, Italy, to 
finish our work on the State of Innovation. 
We were hosted by Stefania Lamberti and 
Agostino Portera of the Centro di Studi 
Interculturali (CSI) of the Universita degli 
Studi de Verona. Only Patricia Mata, 
Margarita del Olmo and Bernd Baumgartl 
were able to actually attend the meeting 
with our Italian partners.

We dedicated the first day to work on the

But here we want to write about our 
experience with students. Thanks to our 
translator into Italian, Bernd Baumgartl, we 
were able to talk with the students in some 
of the classrooms and gathered their 
answers. Bernd introduced all of us as 
members of a European Network who 
wanted to improve schools. He said we 
were visiting their schools because we 
were interested in their way of learning but 
also in their ideas about how to improve 
schools in general.

Our first opportunity to talk with them was 
at the Scuola Primaria di Primo Grado,  
where we met kids 11 and 12 years old. 

Other answers in the same classroom came after 
that. Children claimed for:

  - More diversity
  - More work together
  - No homework
  - More work in teams.

To this last answer somebody asked: Did you learn 
more in teams? And the child answered: Yes!!

  - To know more about second grade program (they were in first grade) to get ready for it in 
     advance
  - To imagine the things we study to understand them better

Network Materials & Resources 

Past Conferences

You can find resources and further information 
about the Paula Frassinetti School activities in the 
network by accesing:

Escola Superior de Educaçao Paula Frassinetti:  
http://www.esepf.pt/p_inves/intnet.php. 

ESEPF web page section with information about 
the Network. Includes information about next 
events organized by the Paula Frassinetti School.
http://internetworkblog.blogspot.com/Intercultural

Issues and Information on Intercultural Education
Congress on Human Rights in Portugal organized by INTER-CULTURAL circle of events  
(partnership between Univ. Porto www.up.pt and ESEPF www.esepf.pt). 
Info: http://internetworkblog.blogspot.com/ 
Contact: internetwork@esepf.pt 
 Please see 2 attachments on our newsletter and events information.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OSCE’s Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) supports the 
development of a guide for educators to combat intolerance  and discrimination against 
Muslims. 

For this purpose, it has brought together a panel of experts across the OSCE region. The guidelines 
will be designed to assist educators in identifying the manifestations of intolerance and discrimination 
and to provide suggestions on how to develop effective responses to this specific form of intolerance 
and discrimination. ODIHR aims at producing the guidelines by the end of 2009. For further 
information on educational tools, materials, initiatives and related links concerning intolerance 
and discrimination against Muslims, visit ODIHIR’s website on tolerance and non-discrimination 
at http://tandis.odihr.pl/index.php?p=edu,mus. Contributed by Beatriz Malik (UNED) member of the 
INTER Network and of the ODIHIR´s project on Intolerance against Muslims.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AFRICE Forum

On behalf of MESCE, and in agreement with the current MESCE, Mediterranean Society of 
Comparative Education, President and the Secretary, respectively Prof. Peter MAYO and Carmel 
BORG, in my position as chair of the Thematic Group on Philosophy of Education in the 
Mediterreanean, I am launching this 'call for papers' for the next, IV MESCE Conference, to be held in 
Rabat, Morocco, in November 8-10, 2009 (www.mesce.org).

During the MESCE Conference a formal meeting of the WCCES should be held as well. Find 
enclosed below the 'rationale' of the TG on the Philosophy of Education, as it has been shared along 
with the following: Prof. Nasser Abu Zayd (Utrecht, Cairo), Prof. Hmida Ennaifer (Tunis), Prof. 
Fernando Savater (Madrid), Prof. Christoph Wulf (Berlin), Prof. Predrag Matvejevic (Rome, Mostar), 
Prof. Abdessalem El Ouazzani (Rabat).

Abstracts (not exceeding 300 words) and particulars (name and surname, title, country, affiliation, 
email address) are to be sent to me (this email address) and to Prof. Carmel BORG 
(carmel.borg@um.edu.mt, with the heading ‘Fourth International MESCE Conference’) by 31st 
August 2009. Abstracts will be reviewed by 30th September.
- Giovanni Pampanini (2007-2010 co-opted Member of the WCCES, World Council of Comparative 
Education Societies)

FRENCH:
Philosophie de l'éducation dans la Méditerranée.

Il est opportune d'appeler l'attention de chercheurs, professeurs et étudiants sur l'argument qui se 
base sur la refléxion lancée par T.W. Adorno, lors de sa dernière transmission radiophonique du 
1969, avant de mourir, sur 'l'éducation à la maturité'. Après 40 ans de ce temps, on peut observer, 
surtout à propos de la question de l'immigration, que les systèmes de l'éducation en Europe sont 
encore sourds à ce discours, et qui vont préparer les citoyens du future sans aucune 'maturité' au 
régard du modèle meme de dévéloppement de la macro-région ... Il est très difficile, pour ne pas dire 
impossible de trouver de programmes serieusement basés sur le problème/système de la migration 
dans la région, comme s'il était seulement un argument marginale à poser dans les notes à 
pied-pages.

Il est vrai: philosophes comme Todorov parlent bien de les Lumières, comme d'une conquete, 
peut-etre la plus importante, de l'Europe, mais ils souvent oublient - et c'est grave, à mon avis - que 
memes les auteurs arabes, à partir de Taha Hussein au Caire (et avant ...) jusqu'à Abdallah Laroui à 
Rabat aujourd'hui, font constantement référence à les Lumières. - Plutot, le problème est la 
'distraction' de l'Europe vers les Collègues de l' "autre rive". En plus: nous 'les Méditerranéens' 
d'aujoud'hui, nous sommes frequentement les 'hotes', certes, involontaires, des beaucaup de 
'non-Méditerranéens': Latinos, Africains et Asiatiques, qui portent avec eux leur religions et 
philosophies non-Méditerranéennes.

Je dis: seulement une nouvelle vision philosophique 'commune', euro-arabe, peut aboutir à la 
formation d'un cadre plus démocratique du 'dialogue entre civilisations'. Nous tous les éducateurs, 
nous avons le devoir d'enlargir la discussion pour faire avancer la formation de la volonté de tout le 
publique (et le politique) interculturel vers le reconnaissance de ce besoin.

Ce que nous pouvons faire, à travers le prochaine Congrès de la MESCE, en agenda pour le 8-10 
Novembre 2009 à Rabat, est de soliciter l'attention de nos Collègues, chercheurs et étudiants sur ce 
'rationale' de notre groupe thèmatique, ainsi qu'ils peuvent contribuir, avec leurs études et recherches 
et thèsis, sous la forme de 'papers', à la réussite de la confèrence meme de Rabat, et au de-là de ça.

INTER Network Contacts: 
Universidad Nacional De Educatión a Distancia
Contact person: Teresa Aguado | maguado@edu.uned.es (SPAIN)

Departamento de Didáctica de las Ciencias Sociales
Contact person: Caridad Hernández | cariher@edu.ucm.es (SPAIN)

Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas
Contact person: Margarita Del Olmo |  (SPAIN)

Ministerio de Educación. Centro de Investigación y Documentación Educativa
Contact person: Montserrat Grañeras |  (SPAIN)

Colegio de Educación Infantil Rosa Chacel
Contact person: Claudia Suárez |  (SPAIN)

IES “Mar de ARAGON”
Contact person: Paloma Gracia |  (SPAIN)

Fundación Hogar del Empleado
Contact person: María Rosario Díaz |  (SPAIN)

Centro di Studi Interculturali – Departamento di Scienze dell’Educazione
Universita degli Studi de Verona
Contact person: Agostino Portera |  (ITALY)

Associazione Formazione e Ricerca Internazionale- AFORII
Contact person: Claudia Corselli |  (ITALY)

Istituto Comprensivo Statale 17 Montorio (Verona)
Contact person: Zanetti Diego |  (ITALY)

Latvijas Universitate
Contact person: Vineta Porina |  (LATVIA)

Metis Co. Ltd.
Contact person: Antoine Gambin |  (MALTA)

Université de la Reunion – Faculté des lettres el des Sciences Humaines - ORACLE
Contact person: Driss Alaoui |  (FRANCE)

International Association for Intercultural Education
Contact person: Barry Van Driel |  (NETHERLANDS)

Navreme Knowledge Development
Contact person: Bernd Baumgartl | baumgartl@navreme.net
Contact person: Luisa Lobo | lobo@navreme.net  (AUSTRIA)

ECORYS Research and Consulting
Contact person: Wojciech Kreft |  (POLONIA)

Universidade do Porto
Contact person: Maria Lopes Pinto | mariapinto@reit.up.pt   (PORTUGAL)

Escola Superior de Educaçao Paula Frassinetti
Contact person: Miguel Prata |  (PORTUGAL)

Education Research Institute
Contact person: Tatjana |  (ESLOVENIA)

Nottingham Trent Universitye
Contact person: Alan Browne |  (UNITED KINGDOM)

Radford Primary School
Contact person: Philip High |  (UNITED KINGDOM)

Universitetet i Oslo
Contact person: Jorun Buli Holmberg |  (NORWAY)

Spikkestad School
Contact person: Anne Britt Strupstad |  (NORWAY)  

Intercultural Education: Paideia, 
Polity, and Demoi. Athens, Greece. 
June 22nd- June 26th 2009: 
http://www.iaie.org/athens/

Diversitté culturelle et dialogue 
interculturel. Comprendre et coagir:  
The symposium was hold on 2nd and 
3rd April at Université de La Réunion, 
Île de La Reunion, France.  Prof. Driss 
Alaoui, partner of the INTER Network, 
was a member of the Organizational 
Comittee. 

Educazione interculturale a la cittadi-
nanza. Conference on Intercultural 
Education and Citizenship Education, 
hold on 15th and 16th May at Centro 
Studi Intercultarali, Università di Verona, 
Italy. Prof. Agostino Portera was 
responsible for the Conference and Pilar 
López (UNED) presented the INTER 
Network in one of the Plenary sessions.

Future Conferences - Call for Papers
2010: Teaching and learning about religions and beliefs in a human rights context.
Short Course for Curriculum Developers, Policy Makers in Education, Teachers and Trainers of 
Teachers of Citizenship, Culture and Religious Knowledge: Teaching and learning about religions 
and beliefs in a human rights context.
Bolu, Turkey 5th-9th April 2010 
https://sites.google.com/a/oafmalta.org/learning-at-oafmalta/training-programme-2009/2009learningfromreligions 

Participants from EU countries can apply for funding. Reference number: IT-2010-492-001
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/llp/istcoursedatabase/index.cfm?fuseaction=DisplayCourse&cid=13252 

Books, Reviews & Publications

The Proceedings of the Open Conference celebrated in Warsaw (Poland) last July 2008 have 
already been published and will be distributed to all the INTER Network members before next 
Conference in Slovenia. Non-members of the network interested in the publication, please 
contact Navreme, www.navreme.org 

The State of Innovation 
on Intercultural Education 
Report 
done by members of the Work 
package # 5 has been finished. 
Coordinators Patricia Mata and 
Margarita del Olmo shared the 
information regarding work 
progress and results at the last 
Steering Committee Meeting in 
Citta de la Pievè (Italy), 
February 26-27, 2009.

The Report will be available at the virtual platform and also at the website of the Network 
(http://internetwork.up.pt/) where, following a suggestion made by Jorun Buli (University of Oslo, 
Norway), it will be a document where each one of the questions included in the original 
questionnaire will be hyperlinked to the analysis of the answer, in order to facilitate access.
The results will be also presented at the INTER Network Conference in Ljubljana (Slovenia) both 
as a regular presentation and also in a workshop where partners will be asked to contribute to the 
discussion of our agreements and disagreements regarding what we, within the INTER Network, 
think Intercultural Education is.

As a general conclusion, we perceived that partners agreed more on theory that regarding prac-
tices. Most of us think that IE has to do mainly with the ideas of culture and difference, but different 
meanings were attributed to these concepts. Some of us provide examples of Intercultural Educa-
tion practices that others not consider as Intercultural ones. The coordinators of this Work package 
think that our disagreements are a good starting point for a further discussion that helps everybody 
in making our ideas on IE deeper and more complex. We propose the following questions to keep 
our rethinking process open:

- Do you think that intercultural education has to do 
  with differences? In which sense do you think so?

- Many partners think that intercultural competences 
  cannot be taught and/or learned. Do you agree? 
  Why? And, which do you think are the implications of 
  both positions in the selection of teachers?

- Some of the identified teacher training needs on 
  intercultural education focus on practical knowledge 
  and tools to be easy implemented, others insist on 
  research and reflection. Which aspects do you think 
  should have more weight in the teachers’ 
  curriculum?

We also gathered a lot of resources and examples of 
good practices from the answers to the questionnaires 
that will be useful for our colleagues of Work 
packages 4 and 6.

Patricia Mata, Facultad de Educación, UNED
Margarita del Olmo, CCHS, CSIC

INTER NEWSLETTER 
For further information about the INTER Network visit: http://internetwork.up.pt 

If there is information that you would like to have included in the newsletter, please 
send it to:  
Namrata Sharma  NSharma@ioe.ac.uk
or 
Teresa Aguado    maguado@edu.uned.es 

Network Publications 

Interview: 
Anne Brit Strupstad, Spikkestad Primary School

 
Spikkestad Primary School is four years old, has 390 pupils from six to twelve years old and is 
located in Røyken, 45 km south of Oslo, the capital of Norway.

As a headmaster I have administrative management and pedagogical leadership in the school. I 
have Master of Art in leadership of education from the University of Oslo and started as a teacher 
with continuing education within special needs and art. I have been headmaster for sixteen years 
and have been working as pedagogical guide.

At Spikkestad Primary School we want the pupils to play and feel happy, learn to behave 
themselves, take care of each other and learn different subjects as reading, writing and 
mathematics. They are most fond of cooking, gymnastics, art and music. Every year the classes 
make performances. Our development focus is now anti-bullying, reading, playing and physical 
activity. The classrooms are open and flexible with the pupils organized in groups. Furthermore we 
use the forest and a nearby farm as arenas for learning. The methods and teaching styles used by 
the teachers are varied. 

Last year we made a new plan for anti-bullying. This is used in every class and the pupils and the 
parents as well as the teachers know this plan and use it. The social skills of the pupils are trained 
regularly.  For this we use an American program called Lions Quest, in Norwegian called,  ”It is my 
choice”. It focuses on how to cooperate, show empathy, making good relations with friends and be 
responsible. The pupils are taught to reflect on such values as respect, how to take care of each 
other and to make their own choices. For those who still have difficulties with controlling 
aggressive behaviour, we offer a systematic program called Aggression Replacement Training 
(ART). If we discover bullying, we communicate and make appointments as recommended by a 
Norwegian centre for research of behaving.

The parents and the school cooperate in building a schoolyard for playing and physical activity 
where both girls and boys in different ages can play, master different activities and be challenged. 
We call it a gymnastic pool and the jungle of Tarzan. Every week the young pupils have lessons in 
the forest nearby the school where the children experience learning by doing. Some of the pupils 
are learning their subjects at a farm one day a week.

To make the pupils become better readers, we have started teaching them basic words by a 
systematic model made by a Norwegian educator called Magne Nyborg. It helps pupils learn basic 
words for understanding and learning letters and numbers, reading, writing and mathematics. 
We also use guided reading, a method from New Zealand. Pupils who do not have satisfactory 
reading progress, are given extra help by an intensive reading program we call “Lesefres”. 

We focus on reading- and learning strategies, educate teachers about dyslexia and have started 
using supportive tools for the computer. A nurse from the Netherlands has brought a new method 
for teaching pupils with dyslexia to Norway. It is based on using rules, colours, sounds, brick toys 
and movement. This project is very new, and by guiding the pupils and the parents we hope to get 
good results. 

Dr. Darren Lund (University of Calgary, Canada) and Dr. Paul Carr, Youngstown State University, 
Ohio, USA) have won another national award for their co-edited book, "The Great White North? 
Exploring Whiteness, Privilege and Identity" (SENSE Publishers, 2007). In May 2009, it received 
the "2009 Publications Award" from the Canadian Association of Foundations in Education (CAFE). 
Last year, the book and associated project received a "2008 Award of Distinction" from the 
Canadian Race Relations Foundation. 

More award info: www.csse.ca/Awards/CAFEpub.shtml
More book info: 
https://www.sensepublishers.com/product_info.php?products_id=349&osCsid=84af6188333283d3
66d483079088ed38

Matilde Fernández Montes and Waltraud Müllauer-Seichter (eds.) 2009. 
La integración escolar a debate. [A Debate on School Integration]331 pp. 
Madrid: Pearson Educación. ISBN 987-84-205-4518-9

A study of how linguistic and socio-cultural diversity of immigrant students 
is addressed mainly in Spain, but examples from other countries are also 
included. By challenging the concept of “integration” itself and its 
implications, authors of this book critically analyze school policies and 
practices from a three-fold perspective: that of the students’, teachers’ 
and outside observers.

Banks, J. (2009). 
Routledge international Companion on Multicultural Education. 
London: Routledge.
This volume is the first authoritative reference work to provide 
a truly comprehensive international description and analysis of 
multicultural education around the world.


